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Kyma symposium draws worldwide audience
Meg Iserloth
ONLINE EDITOR

Future Music called it
“the Holy Grail of sound
design.” Audio Media called
it “the sound industry’s secret
weapon.” Sound enthusiasts
know it as Kyma, the softwarehardware sound design engine
created by Symbolic Sound.
This past weekend attendees from all over the world -some Kyma professionals and
some completely new to the
program -- worked side by side
for four days on workshops,
presentations, and concerts at
the fourth annual Kyma International Sound Symposium (or
KISS2012, as it’s affectionately
called) to exchange ideas and
experiences. This year’s Kyma
symposium, themed Reel Time
to be held in the United States
-- and it all happened here, on
the campus of SCSU.
“I think about 75 [people
have shown up] so far,” said
Scott Miller, co-host and
SCSU professor of composition, electroacoustic music,
and theory last Thursday, the
there are more people coming
in from all over the world -China, Belgium, Greece, Waite
Park -- they’re all represented.”
Just some of the big names
attending KISS2012 were Michael Johnson, sound designer
for Blizzard, the company
responsible for “World of
Warcraft” and “Diablo”; Greg
Hunter, contributor for the
and “Matrix Reloaded”; Electronic Music Foundation President Joel Chadabe, author of
“Electric Sound: The Past and
Promise of Electronic Music”,
one of the most widely used
textbooks on electronic music;
and Carla Scaletti herself, the
inventor of Kyma.
“The registrants are registering for these kinds of experiences, with the workshops …
and the opportunity to spend
time with other people who
use the software, and people
who actually created the
software,” Miller said, “and
to make requests - you know,
‘Could you possibly make the
software do this?’ and often the
answer is yes, and they do it.”
Friday, Saturday and

Continued from Page 1
fectively, SCRS encourages
students to take advantage
of their services.
SCRS is preparing for
a new year and with the
coaching – a service that
allows students to work on
a problem one-on-one with
a mentor – they expect to
time in November.
The organization also
plans to move from its existing location in Atwood to a
larger space in Riverview,
a move that will help better
serve clients and allow for
more privacy.
For seven years, the
student run organization
has offered mediation -- an
informal process where a
neutral party helps disputing parties come to a
mutually acceptable agreement -- free of charge to
SCSU students. Mentors
are students who have taken
CMST 428 and are trained
to direct conversation.
The organization is
coaching and believes it will
help to break the barriers
associated with traditional
mediation, especially when
can’t agree to seek help.
This service would allow
an individual to receive
help on how to handle the
situation.
“We hope to ask questions and get students to
think broadly,” Ringer
said. “It’s all about getting
students thinking.”
began as an experiment last
spring. Participants from
CMST 192 were shown

MEG ISERLOTH / ONLINE EDITOR

Sunday night featured concerts
that were free to the community, but the rest of the event cost
$60 per single day and $100
for four full days for students,
or $180 for everyone else. The
registration fees, along with
funding from Symbolic Sound
and SCSU, helped pay for the
symposium, which Kristian
Twombly, the other co-host of
the event, said typically could
cost upwards of $8000 or
more to put together.
“One thing that’s different: often in a conference
there are presenters, and they
have the knowledge, and you
as an audience might just go
and listen to someone lecture
essentially, and there might be
a time for questions and that’s
it,” Twombly, Assistant Professor of Music at SCSU, said,

“but this kind of conference
is participatory. There are as
many people here to do this
part of it -- the workshops -- as
there are to do presentations.
In fact some people that, in a
normal conference for music,
we would totally expect to be
presenters, aren’t presenting at
all. They’re here to learn. And
that’s a lot different than a lot
of other conferences.”
The other unique feature
of this year’s symposium is that
it was completely student run,
giving them even more of an
opportunity to gain experi-

modules in which a coach

TIV

Afterwards, the participants
completed a questionnaire
to discover and discuss their

Continued from Page 1

The coaching received
much positive feedback
from students.
Graduate assistant Sue
Harding, who serves as a
coordinator, is excited to
see what the year will bring.
“This is a great opportunity
to work one-on-one with
students on resolving conbeen involved since taking
the mediation course and
has greatly enjoyed helping
students.
Both Ringer and Harding encourage students to

amount of work required to
put it all together, Miller said
they did a tremendous job.
“When professionals visit us
here in St. Cloud, they have a
good experience working with

our students and that creates
opportunities for our students
later on,” he said. “That’s
really one of the best reasons
to do this. It’s worth all of the
work.”
“What’s really good for St.
Cloud State in particular is,
I’m looking around right now
and there are six stations,”
Twombly said. “And two of
them have students sitting
and doing the work, which is
very neat and very unusual
for especially undergraduate
students to have access to this
technology.”
Aaron Eastvold, senior
at SCSU majoring in theory
and composition, was among
the symposium student-staff.
He said that SCSU being
States to host the Kyma Sound

tornadoes are 14 minutes, and not
very accurate. Vortex Two (similar
to the original Vortex project in the
90s that inspired the movie Twister)
was the largest assemblage of storm
researchers ever.
“We’re talking a hundred scientists
in 50 vehicles of all types, including
Doppler on wheels, all studying the
same events at the same time. So now
we have the most robust data set ever.
It’s going to take years to analyze
the data, but we’re going to learn a
lot,” Day said. “Vortex Two is trying
to increase the warning time especially by studying genesis, the birth of
tornadoes, and increase the accuracy
of tornado warnings, which will save

Symposium presented a great
opportunity for its students.
“I’m anxious to learn everything they’re willing to teach,”
he said on Thursday, having
only learned the setup of the
hardware-software so far. “I
think it’s going to be kind of
cool to learn how to control
things with the Nintendo Wiimote, how they integrate that
into their performances. That’s
kind of a really cool thing they
can do. That, and many, many
other things that the program
is capable of.”
Both Eastvold and Cassie
Fry, an electronic composition major at SCSU, are only
now starting to touch on the
program in their Interactive
Music courses. Fry said simply
seeing the potential of Kyma
is going to be useful if she

lives.”
Being on campus with the TIV is
exciting for Day. Because the TIV was
featured on the Discovery Channel’s
series Stormchasers, many people
recognize it.
“I was standing here earlier and a
student pulled out his phone and said,
‘Hey Mom, remember watching the
Stormchasers show? Well, the TIV is
right in front of me,’” Day said. “It’s
great because people gawk and people
know it, and it’s great, and it’s why we
brought it out here, so people would
have the opportunity not just to see it,
but to climb inside of it and sit in it.”
Ashleigh Rettig, a former SCSU
student, said, “It’s like a once in a
lifetime opportunity for me.”
Rettig came from Alexandria to
be able to see the TIV in person, and
to be able to actually go inside the
vehicle was an extra surprise.
“It was interesting to see what it

decides to pursue a career in
movie score-making. “A lot
of people use this program
and programs like it to design
sound,” she said. “Movies,
all that stuff uses this program
and ones like it so if I wanted
would be useful]. It also helps
create potential for collaborating with acoustic instrumentalists. So there are more
performance options.”
Perhaps more importantly
during KISS2012, what Fry
found was inspiration. “I’ve
talked to a lot of the professionals and it’s just encouraging to hear that they all started

/ Page 5

was actually like in there. I watch the
Stormchasers so you can see what it’s
like inside there, but actually getting to
sit inside the seat is completely different. You really get a feel for what it’s
like,” Rettig said.
Brandon Ivey was one of the
Stormchasers Rettig watched. He was
a meteorologist and navigator on the
show from 2009 through 2011.
“It was my job to forecast the
weather in advance to see where we
needed to be,” Ivey said. “To pick
the storms that were most likely to
produce tornadoes.”
For Ivey, who has been storm-chasing since he was 16, the most unique
experience was being able to get close
to the violent storms and being able to
go into the weaker ones.
“In a regular vehicle ... you don’t
get the opportunity to go into a tornado and live to tell about it like we
do with the TIV.”

as it is something everyone
could improve upon. “It
makes everything better,”
said Harding of learning
management techniques.
Among their goals this
year are creating additional
modules as well as working
to promote their services on
campus. They will also offer
workshops based on request
from other campus organizations. In the past, SCRS
has not garnered much
interest from students but
remains optimistic about
the future.
is something scary or something to avoid,” Harding
tunity to gain more knowledge and become more
SCRS is currently holdis open to students who
have taken CMST 428.
For more information
or to set up an appointment, call 320-308-3009 or
Services website at www.
scsuresolveit.com.

SHUN JIE YONG / VISUALS EDITOR
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Famers’ Market
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Continued from Page 1
nitely know what they want.
Not processed, not fake.”
She has been baking on
and off most of her life, but
it’s only in the last two years
that she has baked things to
sell professionally. This is her
second season at the SCSU
Farmers’ Market.
“We get a lot of staff
involved, too,” Kauder said.
here every morning and talks
to everyone to make sure
everything’s set up well.”
person behind the market.
She organized the dozen or
so farmers who set up their
booths. It wasn’t hard, she
said. It was time consuming
to organize and to try and
“We didn’t want to grow
want to bring their vehicles
right here on the mall,”
The vendors get into the
market through a few different ways.
“We originally did a
newspaper ad. We put something out requesting vendors

for our market, and then we
had so many put their applications in ... we selected who

St. Cloud State University
13 Stewart Hall
St. Cloud, Minnesota
56301-4498

New and Warpeha
learned about it through
word-of-mouth.
“We’ve been coming to

Phone

in June about 20 years, we
... heard about it there,”
Warpeha said.
“I think it’s doing well,”
original people. I think we
have two more people this
year.”
When asked why she
said, “I think the students
need it. I think the students
need to be aware of fresh
food, and food that’s grown
right here locally. We have a
good community garden here
on campus. I garden. I think
it’s a good thing for everybody.”
SCSU’s community
garden sells its produce at the
market as well.
“I like watching the
students go by and getting really excited about the pickles
and thinking that things look

editor@
universitychronicle.net

really cool,” Tracy Ore, a
professor at SCSU, said. “It
also creates a communal feel
on the mall. I like that, too.”
The market will set up
every Monday from 11 a.m.
to 3 p.m. until Oct. 15. On
that last day, a Fall Fest is
planned. “Hopefully we’ll
have some face painting,
character painting, music,”
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Case-Hill to host open house
Staff Report
A $12 million
renovation project
that started in
come to an end,
both ahead of
schedule and under budget. The
project improved
nearly all aspects
of the Case-Hill
residence hall at
SCSU, including
expanding and
creating more privacy for its bathrooms, adding a
video surveillance
and card-access
system, and nearly
doubling the
amount of data
and electricity
jacks.

All are
welcome to stop
by the residence
hall for an open
p.m. on Sept 18.
A ribbon-cutting
ceremony is set
celebrate, and
parking will be
free on streets adjacent to campus
or a dollar per
hour at the 4th
Avenue Parking
Ramp, the news
release on SCSU’s
website said.
Other updates
include the adding a computernear the entrance;
turning the over
650 square-feet of

basement storage
into a multi-use
area; improving
ventilation and air
quality, including
the control over
room temperatures; adding new
appliances and
window treatments; improving
access and comfort for students
with physical
disabilities; adding
more windows
and softer, indirect
lighting; and the
addition of music
rehearsal rooms
with sound-deadening walls, the
release said.

History
Experts and enthusiasts crowd around to watch how Kyma program works.

Kyma
Continued from
Page 3
off where we are, and
where they are now, and
the struggles they have gone
through to get where they
are,” she said. “As long as you
persevere you can accomplish
your goals. You just have to
stick with it.”undergraduate
students to have access to this
technology.”
Aaron Eastvold, senior at
SCSU majoring in theory and
composition, was among the
symposium student-staff. He

The sign outside of newly renovated Case-Hill.

school in the United States
to host the Kyma Sound
Symposium presented a great
opportunity for its students.

Tuskegee

escort missions. In addition

Continued from Page 1

received 96 Distinguished Service Crosses, 14 Bronze Stars,

tween whites and blacks if we
were trained together,” Cooper
said. “Our Commanding Of-

about what it was like to
sions over North Africa, Italy,
France and Germany.
“Most white squadrons

purple hearts.
“We never lost a single
bomber during any of our

JOE EDMONDS / ASST. NEWS EDITOR

missions,” Cooper said. “Many
sions.”
The Red Tail squadron

few of those missions,” Cooper
said.
Cooper went on to speak
about what it was like to train
as a pilot and the obstacles the
squadron overcame to become

the total number of times air
crafts have been deployed. The

“Many people thought
there would be friction be-

of these people. He believed
the military was better when
everybody was segregated.”
By the end of World War
II the Red Tails had become
one of the most reliable escort
squadrons in the European
theater. Bomber squadrons
would often request the Tuskegee airmen for dangerous
missions.
“Toward the end of the
war we developed a respect
among the air-force,” Cooper
said. “When we returned

“I’m anxious to learn everything they’re willing to teach,”
he said on Thursday, having
only learned the setup of the
hardware-software so far. “I
think it’s going to be kind of
cool to learn how to control
things with the Nintendo
Wiimote, how they integrate
that into their performances.
That’s kind of a really cool
thing they can do. That, and
many, many other things that
the program is capable of.”
Both Eastvold and Cassie
Fry, an electronic composition major at SCSU, are only
now starting to touch on the
program in their Interactive
Music courses. Fry said simply
seeing the potential of Kyma
is going to be useful if she
decides to pursue a career in
movie score-making. “A lot
of people use this program
and programs like it to design

sound,” she said. “Movies,

home we still experienced
segregation... It was disheart-

Manager of Rise Above,
Terry Hollis, said it was important to spread the message of
the Tuskegee Red Tails.
“If we listen to their story
and see what kinds of obstacles
they had to overcome we can
learn how to handle adversity,”
Hollis said. “The best way to
do this is to show people their
story.”
The Rise Above Traveling
Exhibit was able to visit St.
Cloud through the Youth Initiative Mentoring Academies
with the help of a sponsorship.

for your country only to have
this back home.”
Along with the speech, a
11 and 15, telling the story of
restoring a P-51 Mustang, the
Tuskegee pilots.
the formation of the Fifteenth Fighter Unit from the
beginning of their training to
the end of the war. It covers
many stories of some of the
squadron.

all that stuff uses this program
and ones like it so if I wanted
would be useful]. It also helps
create potential for collaborating with acoustic instrumentalists. ... So there are more
performance options.”
Perhaps more importantly during KISS2012,
what Fry found was inspiration. “I’ve talked to a lot of
the professionals and it’s just
encouraging to hear that they
all started off where we are,
and where they are now, and
the struggles they have gone
through to get where they
are,” she said. “As long as you
persevere you can accomplish
your goals. You just have to
stick with it.”

The University Chronicle was
founded Sept. 19, 1924. It is
published weekly during school
semesters, including summer
sessions. Schedule exceptions
academic breaks.
The newspaper is funded with
student activity fees through the
SG Senate Finance Committee.

Distribution
The University Chronicle is
distributed on the campus of
St. Cloud State University
along with businesses in
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area. For a complete list
of distribution locations
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Corrections
The University Chronicle
prides itself on journalistic
integrity. We strive to
publish the most accurate
information, but we are
prone to human mistakes.
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of fact or misspelled names
promptly. Call 308.4086 with
any corrections.
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teens and adults.

-

The Department of Communication Sciences and Disorders houses the clinic.
-

Therapy rooms are provided with state-of-the-art audio technology which are used in the program.

9/11

The clinic operates in Brown Hall room 103.

-
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Unathi Bonga
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Sept. 5 2012 was the
night that I assume, and
would like to think, that
most Democrats took pride
in. For those who don’t
know what I’m referring
to, where have you been?
Okay, let me do a rundown for you. The DNC
is an acronym for Democratic National Convention, where leaders of the
Democratic Party gather
and attempt to lobby and
lure the public into voting
for their leader and President of the United States of
America, Barack Obama,
furthermore divulging their
polices and doctrines of the
organization.
Now this was a night
and day like no other. The
audience at the convention as well as the “virtual”
audience were graced and
honoured by the presence
Obama. Perhaps what was

highly talked about besides
the beauty and charisma
Michelle Obama oozes is
her intelligence and her
ability to master the deliverance of a speech, which
most us struggle to do, even
politicians.
My argument is barely
an argument, but a list and
illustration, that is, if you’re
imaginative enough to maneuver your brain around
my words; to highlight some
of my favorite and perhaps
most important values and
characteristics that any
leader should possess, utconvention.
After saying “thank
you” and “thank you so
much” and waving her left
hand in a delicate manner
to the DNC 2012 crowd,
the press and delegates,
she began her speech by
military families by declaring that “we will always
have your backs.” President

Obama has always joked
about how Michelle gives
great speeches and can play
around with words, but no
one saw this coming.
Authenticity
Arguably, authenticity is
the most imperative aspect
that a leader should possess, be it in a corporate or
political arena. The thing
about authenticity which I
think is potent is the ability
of one to get others to follow voluntarily and eagerly.
People are most likely to
relate and feel at ease when
one is authentic, and in this
case, authenticity generates
more fellowship for a candidate. This is one aspect that
Michelle Obama’s speech
seeped throughout.
Assertiveness
Being assertive does
not necessarily mean to be
forceful or aggressive. The
concept behind being an
assertive leader refers to
being frank about what you
expect from your subor-

dinates. Because one is
clear and articulates their
directly on whether desired
goals and objectives are
achieved. Michelle Obama
emulated this quality when
she remarked about what
it means to be American,
being a democrat, also
how the President will not
but will certainly attempt
until he gets it right. Most
importantly, she mentioned
that this will not be possible
without the assistance of
the American people, then
stated clearly what they
(Democrats) expect from
their delegates and nondelegates.
Sense of humor
stories about how she could
see the pavement through
a hole in the president’s
met. Further in her speech
she also joked about how
they were “so in love, so

young and so in debt.” This
energized the delegates; her
sense of humor was also a
sign of how she controlled
her speech and the audience, not to mention the
sense of camaraderie she
created.

Having a deep awareness of the interdependence of everything in the
universe and the ability to
acknowledge and identify
with another’s feelings and
empathise is imperative.
Michelle Obama’s reaf-

In the “Secrets of Success” book by Dr Marko
Saravanja (2008), he stipulates that it is important to

to military families and the

from time to time: where we
come from, where we are
now and where we are goto the delegates how they
started, her fears about
keeping the girls grounded,
where they plan to be in the
future. Sharing this kind of
information as a leader is
most likely to create a sense
of connection and appreciate the leader more as a
person than their boss or
superior.
Humility

humility she has for Americans.
The impact the speech
had cannot be denied.
Personally, I was inspired by
just by her eloquence but
the warmth, authenticity,
compassion, gratitude and
positivity that her speech
contained. She also elevated
the moral stance of what it
means to be a leader moreover when she said, “being
president doesn’t change
who you are, it reveals who
you are.” Additionally she
was respectful toward Mitt
Romney. Not once did she
try to diss him.

Frankly, there isn’t anyone you couldn’t
learn to love once you have heard their
story.
Fred Rogers,
Mister Rogers’ Neighborhood

Jason Tham
OPINIONS EDITOR

Yes. We do need a Department of
Common Sense, and a Ministry of Actually Educated People.
The recent parenting guidelines
on “How to Spot Gays and Lesbians”
released during a parenting seminar in
Penang, Malaysia, drew huge controversy, especially over social networking
sites like Facebook. The seminar was
organized by Yayasan Guru Malaysia
Berhad (YGMB) and Putrajaya Consultative Council of Parents and Teachers
Association; and these “guidelines” were
allegedly endorsed by the Ministry of
Education (MOE) of Malaysia, according to Global Voices (online edition).
Now, this essay is not about the
ongoing LGBT rights debate that has
its root in Malaysia back in the early
‘90s. It is about the pathetic absurdity of
the “guidelines,” which is propelled by
benighted administrators and ignorant
rulers of the nation.
According to the “guidelines,” the
“symptoms” of gays are the following:
muscular body and a fondness for showing off the body by wearing clothing,
such as wearing V-necks and sleeveless
tops; a preference for tight and bright

colored clothes; an inclination to be attracted to men; and a tendency to carry
big handbags, similar to the kinds used
by women.
Simultaneously, the “symptoms” for
lesbians are these: showing attraction
to women; distancing themselves from
women other than their girlfriends; a
preference for hanging out, sleeping and
dining with women; and absence of feelings for men.
Just when we thought Malaysia was
getting progressive, such ridicule arises.
I am seriously running out of verse
for these “guidelines” setters’ buffoonery
and recklessness of the consequences
of their actions. Every precept on these
“guidelines” is created out of personal
assumptions of the rule-makers.
Not only have the so-called “guidelines” confused for its readers the apprehension of homosexuality, they have
utterly discriminated against people with
Come on, if a V-neck makes someone gay, then many people around the
world are forced to be “gay” since many
schools and armed forces in the world
have adopted this design, especially for
sweaters, as part of their winter uniform
code. Many soccer teams wear V-neck
jerseys as well – do you consider that a

Molly Willms
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

In the last two weeks, many of you may have seen
me sporting a bright orange shirt around campus.
While I detest the color, I bought the shirt anyway
because it represents a cause in which I believe.
The shirt urges Minnesotans to vote “no” on the
upcoming proposed amendment to our constitution
that would establish marriage in this state as only being
recognized if between a man and a woman.
I assure you, I had doubts about wearing the shirt on
campus in light of my role here.
All my journalism professors, when presented with
this dilemma, would probably say that I shouldn’t wear
the shirt. As the editor of the campus newspaper, it’s
important to remain politically neutral.
This is one case where I would have had to go
against their wishes.
I’m long since discovering that it won’t be possible
for me to work someplace wherein I have to pretend I
don’t have political opinions and, ergo, don’t know the
difference between right and wrong.
I’m a journalist because I like to write and serve the
public.
There is no logical reason based in fact that people
should not be allowed to marry the person they love.
The Bible, Quran or any other holy book can have
no bearing on state legislation.
The argument “it’s not natural” is so foolish it’s
laughable. See me if you want a list of all the things we
do that are unnatural.
The worry about raising kids is also funny, consid-

“gay” sport?
If I interpreted the “guideline” correctly, a straight male should not lift
weights or build their bodies because
that comes up to the top of the listed
“symptoms” of you becoming “gay”. So
sorry body-builders, you are very “gay”
by YGMB standard. And if you want to
be perceived as straight, keep your colors
Apparent and ironically, the organizers of the parenting seminar in Penang
and whoever set the “guidelines” were
imprudent beyond comprehension.
On the “guidelines” to spotting lesbians, it is simply contradicting that “lesbians” are, by YGMB standard, women
who attract themselves to women, like socializing with other women, yet distance
themselves from other women.
Mind-boggling, huh? That’s the rhetoric and intelligence of two organizations
that intend to nurture professionalism in
teachers’ development. On the YGMB
their visions to be an “organization of
love and dignity, by the teachers, for the
teachers” (translated). The organization
has just humiliated themselves and the
nation by establishing such laughably
insane “guidelines” that are discriminative and birdbrained.

ering that drug addicts, child abusers and every other
scary person on the planet can get married to someone
of the opposite sex.
Sure, people can abuse the right. People abuse heterosexual marriage, too.
And if you’re uncomfortable with government legislating regarding the religious ceremony of marriage,
then convert everyone’s government-issued marriage
license to a civil union license and leave it up to them
whether they want the ceremony performed with religion.
Beyond those arguments, nothing springs to mind.
My point here is that, if I oppose marriage equality,
I’m not serving the public.
candidate’s blatant, provable lie and the other’s correction of that lie as a “debate.”
I refuse to let the Chronicle become that kind of
news source.
We deal in provable facts.
If an SCSU administrator were to lie and be corrected by another administrator, I’m not just going to
tell you they had a disagreement. I’m going to tell you
that one of them was wrong, and the other one cleared
the matter up.
I support marriage equality because I believe in serving the public. If a gay couple marries, it will not have
any effect on your straight marriage.
We all know this, it’s just that some people don’t like
to admit it.
By supporting marriage equality, I’m making my traditional stand: if there’s something you can do that will
make you happy and not affect anyone else, you should

It will be a waste of time trying to
argue over the senseless measure that is
probably written by deluded drunkards.
Though MOE has later denied association with the distributed “guidelines,” it
views homosexuality as “social ills” and
“unhealthy activities” that should be
stayed away from (mca.org.my).
Back to reality: the “guidelines” have
done Malaysians huge shame and humiliation worldwide. It teaches its readers
to judge a book only by its cover and be
stereotypical and prejudice.
I urge leaders in the world to stand
against the insensitive heads and to voice
their concerns for the betterment of
Malaysia. And in conjunction with the
49th Malaysia Day (celebrated every
Sept. 16 since 1963 as remembrance
of the formation of the Federation of
Malaysia, which took place six years after
its independence from colonial Britain),
I wish my motherland a more competent
future led by leaders who are adroit and
fair in policy-making, or at least someone
with a sound mind.

The opinions expressed on the
Opinions page are not necessarily
those of the college, university
system or student body.

be allowed to do it.
If I oppose marriage equality, I am supporting denying basic American rights to our fellow citizens so that
the knowledge of their private life does not make some
ignorant people uncomfortable.
Call me crazy, but that doesn’t sound like public
service to me.
I don’t believe that giving legitimacy to claims that
are not based in anything but hatred, discomfort or
ignorance serves any member of the public, least of all
those who make those claims.
Don’t get me wrong: we’ll always be a newspaper
that wants the whole story from as many sides as possible. We will not ignore the valid opinions of our audience and community.
However, as an individual, I cannot do anything but
support marriage equality.

Have an opinion?
Send a letter to the editor.
Web
www.universitychronicle.net
Email
opinions@universitychronicle.net
Mail
13 Stewart Hall, SCSU
St. Cloud, MN 56301
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UPCOMING St. Cloud Symphony Orchestra and
EVENTS Armadillos create musical fusion in Ritzche
ON CAMPUS
Atwood Movie Night:
Men In Black 3
Atwood Memorial Center
Theater, 8 p.m.
Sept. 20-23
Open Mic Night
Atwood Quarry
8 p.m., Sept. 20
Central Minnesota Above
The Clouds Pride March
7-10:30 p.m.
Sept. 20

YASMIN TCHMOLA / ASST. VISUALS EDITOR

Olivia Stebbins
STAFF WRITER

Late Skate
National Hockey &
Event Center
10 p.m. to 12 a.m.
Sept. 22
OFF CAMPUS
America the Beautiful 2
Paramount Theater
6-9 p.m., Sept. 17
Pumpkin Day
Thompsen’s Greenhouse
and Garden Center
10 a.m.-2 p.m.
Sept. 22
St. Cloud Film Festival
Pioneer Place & Paramount
Theater, Sept. 17-21
Veranda Variety Hour
Pioneer Place
10:30 p.m., Sept. 21-22

Tuesday night saw a new
experience for the St. Cloud
Symphony Orchestra and the
Fabulous Armadillos, a rock
band popular in central Minn.
The two musical groups
came together to perform in
of its kind, both for the orchestra and for the rock group.
The performance began
with the orchestra playing
excerpts from its upcoming
2012-2013 concert season. The
pieces performed featured a
variety of classical artists, both
old and new, and included
excerpts from some of the
classical music genre’s most
recognizable pieces, including
Vivaldi’s “Spring” concerto and
Strauss’ “The Blue Danube
Waltz”.
“It was very nice,” said John

Litzau, a concert attendee. “I
thought it was great.”
The second part of the concert consisted of the orchestra
accompanying the Fabulous
Armadillos.
It was the Fabulous Arma-

lifestyle she had as she grew up
here in central Minn., along
the Mississippi River.
“As a song writer, I wanted
to write a song about that for
many, many years,” McNeill

such a large number and array
of backup instruments.
“It went great,” said Pamela
McNeill, lead female vocalist
for the Fabulous Armadillos.
“It was different for us because we’ve never played with
an orchestra before. We were
just thrilled. You dream of a
moment like this, having those
parts come to life. It’s a dream
come true.”
The band performed
several songs, including covers
of The Who and Adele, and
an original piece called “Mississippi River Song”, a touching country ballad written
by McNeill. The singer and
songwriter was inspired by the

way I wanted it to. For a lot of
my fans, it’s one of their favorite songs.”
Another piece the band
and orchestra performed was
a rendition of “America the
the concert fell on the 11th anniversary of Sept. 11.
The partnership between
the Fabulous Armadillos and
the orchestra was one that
seemed to resonate well with
audience members. Litzau and
his wife, Sharon, attend St.
Cloud Symphony Orchestra
concerts often, and enjoyed
the program’s deviance from a
typical orchestra performance.
“The Armadillos was a

bonus,” Sharon Litzau said.
“The Fabulous Armadillos have quite a following, and
you can feel that energy in the
room,” Peggy Diederichs, an
orchestra member who plays
the french horn, said. “They all
love what they do. They promote energy in the room.”
One of the standout performers of the night was Billy
Scherer, the lead male vocalist
for the Fabulous Armadillos.
“I admire Billy Scherer’s
singing so much,” said Diederichs. “He can cover somebody and I’m never disappointed. He does such a wonderful
job.”
The Fabulous Armadillos’
next concert is on Sept. 29 at
the Paramount Theater.
The St. Cloud Symphony
Orchestra’s next performance
concert season, and will be on
Oct. 20 in Ritsche Auditorium.

Film festival aims to
improve local art scene
are a couple guys that I know
A new local art extravaganza
is gearing up in downtown St.
Festival will take place from
Monday until Wednesday at
Pioneer Place, and the awards
show will follow on Friday at the
Paramount Theater.
The intent of the event is

at SCSU presenting on Tuesday.
Some of the judges that will be
deciding the awards are from
SCSU as well.”
Scott has been to multiple
festivals and has applied his
observations to help put on this
week’s festival. “My wife and I
went to Pelluride in Colorado,

scene progress to the next level.
“We’re trying to strengthen the
nity.” said John Scott, organizer
for the event. “It’s getting a
lot stronger. Before it was like
pulling teeth to try to get people
committed. With help we could
really turn out a lot of good
movies per year.”

Kathy Mattea (music)
Paramount Theater
7:30 p.m., Sept. 22

we’re doing this,” Scott said.
“The St. Cloud times did one
18 months earlier, and that got
cancelled. So we formed a committee that decided to put on
this event.”
There will be 30-35 entries
in the festival that range anywhere from two to 20 min-

Lucky Plush: The Better
Half
St. John’s University
7:30 p.m., Sept. 22

packaged into two separate 90
minute to 2 hour long compilations. “The genres range from
narratives to documentaries
to monster musicals and time
travel. Really there’s everything,” Scott said.
Entries aren’t limited to
amateurs in the St. Cloud community either. Some SCSU Stu-

festivals in the world. We took
cues from that one and brought
it here,” he said.
The St. Cloud Film Festival is looking to incorporate
as many venues as they can to
help expand the local scene.
“The initial reason behind
splitting the event between the
Paramount and Pioneer Place
was that more people would
be at the awards show. We
have worked with both in prior
events. If we expand in the
future we’re looking to involve
the Parkwood Theater in Waite
Park as well.”
Over the summer there was
a similar event put on at the
Pioneer Place. “That was the
Legacy Film Festival. What we
did with that one was play some

Pets of the week:

Samantha and Mojito

Samantha is a six-year-old
spayed and front declawed cat. She
loves to be pet and will give cat-intimate forehead rubs to her human.
Samantha loves her high up places
and is used to having a cat tower to
hang out on. She knows the word
‘no’ and is accustomed to staying

off the people furniture if she has
cat furniture of her own. She is
fearful of busy and noisy children,
but has been perfectly friendly with
people age ten and older. Samantha
Price sale on cats.

Mojito, aka Moe, and is a very
smart boy. He knows how to sit,
shake, lay down, and is housetrained.
Moe is a one-and-a-half-yearold neutered German Shepherd
and Black Lab Mix. He is very
affectionate and loves human hugs.
When he’s ready for more loving, he
will paw at you to get your attention. Moe’s funny quirk is that he
will howl with his favorite TV music
- the Subway commercial, Jeopardy
song, and the Two-and-a-Half-Men
in the festival put on by the St. theme song! In his last home, Moe
Cloud Times, using it mostly for did well with the older children but
promotional purposes for this
was a bit rambunctious with the
upcoming showing,” Scott said. youngest child. He loves to play
For more information, visit Frisbee, go for car rides, go swimming, and do agility. A home where
follow the festival on their Face- he is the only pet would be ideal.

book or Twitter page.

Photos and information courtesy of the Tri-County
Humane Society.
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Cooler weather brings new autumn fashion trends
Chelsea Christman
STAFF WRITER

Along with the cooler
days and cascading leaves,
the forecast for fall fashion
sets in. Besides the always
chic fall looks of boots,
scarves, and jackets, some
trends are lighting up the
season. Be ready for some
unusual changes, but don’t
be scared to try new styles.
Oversized coats are one
of the hottest looks for fall
2012. They are long and
are chic and comfortable.
Try them as an over-layer
try to avoid tall boots with
the style, as they can cut
down the length of your
legs. Two-tones and short,
light fabrics are a must,
compared to the detectivetrench-coat design, but
buttons and ties are still
allowed.
com, a fashion website,
colorful pumps are also a
must-have. Bright tones
and high heel heights help

The fashion editors also
suggest embellished knits.
Search for shirts with pomoomph to achieve the look,
and then add your colorful
pumps to create the fashionista image.
Glamour Magazine
also advises purchasing
knits. Cozy knit sweaters,
like those from J. Crew, can
easily be jazzed up with
pattered shirts or printed
pants. Stick to similar
colors, like a dark pink knit
shirt with a lighter pink or
cream skirt. Collars make
a statement with the plain
knits or shirts as well. Try
which come in every color
and style from basic to
sequined, from sources like
Etsy.com. The collars add
uniqueness and class to any
look, turning the usual tee
into an elegant polo.
Pops of color don’t have
to wait for spring. Glamour
of adding black to the

of color. Restock on black
tights, which can turn any
occasion into elegance, and
experiment with a strike
of shades. Be sure to keep
the ratio even with color
to black. For example, a
black and cream dress with
black tights, a multi-colored
necklace, and bright purple
shoes would work perfectly.
Another wardrobe
staple is the classic peacoat. Navy, black, or other
neutral colors should be the
most useful, but are not the
only options. The versatile
coat can be worn as an
outer layer or as an actual
jacket for warmth. Antique
buttons and exaggerated
collars mark the evolving
trends in pea-coat fashion.
With T-shirts, tank-tops,
blouses, jeans, boots, or
even dress pants, the peacoat is a successful choice
to top off an ensemble.
Investing in a pea-coat -- of
whatever color -- is worthwhile because even after
fall, the piece will never go
out of style. Can anyone
say fashion classic?
Besides the pea-coat,

a more daring look has
emerged on the runways.
Glamour spotted the trend
of all over patterns. From
head to toe, try matching
your look. A striped shirt
with striped trousers would
qualify for the look, or
even polka-dot pants with
a polka-dot shirt. Floral
prints are especially popular
become one in the head to
toe pattern style, creating a
polished appearance. Even
better, separating the pieces
can give you different looks
as well, so your investment
will last.
Whether raking the
leaves, running to class, or
getting ready for the next
night out, start updating
your wardrobe for the
colorful season. Changing weather brings a style
change focusing on coats,
knits, colors, and color.
From the classic pea-coat
to comfy knits and bursts
of color, don’t resist falling
into fashion this season with
an abundance of new looks.

PHOTO COURTESY OF WWW.JCREW.COM

Jamaican-born jeweler makes art in St. Cloud area
JP Winters
MARQUEE EDITOR

CHRONICLE FILE PHOTO

Jackson at Art Fair In
The Gardens

When you think of a
local Minnesotan business,
you probably don’t think of
someone that has a Jamaican accent. However, Telly
Jackson, a local jeweler who
left Jamaica years ago, lives
here in St. Cloud, making
all sorts of gems for people
around the area. He took
a few moments out of his
handiwork to answer some

questions earlier this week
about the work he does.
start pursuing jewelrymaking?
A: About 20 years ago,
when I was working on the
beaches back in Jamaica.
Q: What motivated you
to pursue it?
A: Probably because it is
so unique. This way people
are getting jewels that
aren’t just shipped in from
other countries. It makes

people look at the jewels
like they’re worth that much
more.
Q: What kind of jewels
do you make?
A: I make lots of necklaces. There’s also this newer type of jewel that wraps
over the toe and under the
foot that I just began working on. But yeah, there are
hundreds different designs
I work with like bracelets,
ankle bracelets and other
things you would normally

think of.
Q: Do you have a shop?
A: I travel all over
central Minnesota and the
Midwest, going to lots of
events where I can present
my work. Right now I’m in
Albany.
Q: What is the best part
about being an artist?
A: I get to spend a lot
more time with my kids. I
have three little girls. I really enjoy what I’m doing.
Q: What is the worst

part about being an artist?
A: I’ve never thought
about it. It’s just something
you enjoy doing. It’s a lot
of fun. You go sell the stuff
and meet a lot of people.
For a guy that comes from
Jamaica to Minnesota, that
means a lot, being surrounded by a lot people that
I know.
Q: What advice do you
have for aspiring artists?
A: Be patient. Take it
one day at a time.

REVIEWS

.movie.game.album.book.theater.

Bob Dylan’s 35th studio album is raspy folk gold
JP Winters
MARQUEE EDITOR

Forgive this out of
context reviewer, but when
Bob Dylan’s newly released
“Tempest” hit the shelves
earlier this month I came to
it with relatively fresh ears.
I must be a terrible Minnesotan, but the only other
Bob Dylan record in my
possession is 1964’s “The
Times They Are a-Changin’”. Due to this, I don’t
have a great idea of Bob
Dylan’s progression as an
artist. Perhaps this is a major fault in my impression
of the album, but maybe
it is a bit of an asset since
critic Alexis Petridis stated
music of Dylan’s recent
releases “over the inevitable
standing ovation and the
thuds of middle-aged critics
swooning in awe.” Regardless of baby-boomer review
bias, I found the the album
to be quite good, especially
for an artist in his seventies.
When I downloaded
“Tempest” I was naively
expecting something similar
to “The Times They Are
a-Changin’” with political and cultural themes
abound. However “Tem-

pest” sounds like an album
you’re more likely to hear
being performed at a suave
jazz bar rather than the
front lines of the latest Occupy protest.
The album opens with
“Duquesne Whistle,” an
old-timey sounding diddy
with a comfy walking bass
that is great to kick off your
shoes and relax to after a
long day. Next, “Soon After
Midnight” has the aura of
Eric Clapton trying to sing
“Wonderful Tonight” after
chain-smoking a pack of
Marlboros. “Early Roman
Kings” has the classic blues
riff that can be found in
George Thorogood’s “Bad
to the Bone”. The eeriest
on the album is “Scarlet
Town,” a hometown rememories of work, love,
and death. The title track
of “Tempest” stretches
thirteen minutes (45 versus,
no chorus) and is an account of the Titanic sinking
through the eyes of those
on board.
I don’t think it’s too
much of a stretch to say
that Dylan is more famous
for his poetic lyrics than
his musicianship. In this
regard, the album does not
disappoint. The fact that

Dylan is still able to tell
such lyrical stories as he’s
pushing 71 years is quite
impressive. The song “Tempest” is a perfect example
of his ability. Most artists
would be hard-pressed to
write a thirteen minute
song and have all the lyrics
seem pertinent to the overall theme, but Dylan does
it like it’s the most natural
thing in the world to him.
The actual music of the
album is nothing too crazy,
no crazy blues solos or anything along those lines. It’s
more like background noise
for Dylan’s spoken word.
That’s not to say it’s bad in fact it compliments the
lyrics quite well. However,
there’s little doubt that old
Bob is pulling the weight
with words. It should also
be mentioned that you are
getting a lot of music with
this purchase too. Although
there’s a not-too-crazy
eleven tracks, the album is
over an hour long. That’s
about 5:45 per song.
If you are a big Bob
Dylan fan there’s no doubt
that you already own this
album and are loving it.
But there are people like
me that have spent their
youth relatively Dylan-free

to make that change. I say
to those people, however,
folk music in any form you
should give this album a

Rating:

shot. I found it to be just as
good as “The Times They
Are a-Changin’” if not a
little better. Dylan has had a
few hundred more cartons

of cigarettes since then,
and I enjoy his raspier vocal
tone which can surprisingly
still carry a tune.

PHOTO COURTESY OF WWW.BILLBOARD.COM

Coming Out This Week: Movies. Games. Albums.
Movies:

Games:

Albums:

Last Ounce of
Courage
Finding Nemo 3D
Unelectable
Hungarian Rhapsody

Borderlands 2
Jet Set Radio
F1 2012
Torchlight II

The Killers: Battle Born
Wiz Khalifa: O.N.I.F.C.
Big & Rich: Hillbilly Jedi
Band of Horses: Mirage Rock
Gallows: Gallows

Sports & Fitness
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Husky Sports
SCSU soccer falls to
Upper Iowa 0-1
Lindsay Brock
BEAT REPORTER

-

-

-

-

RB Michael Walker breaks open a run down the sideline. Walker had two touchdowns Saturday.

Huskies lose to MSU Mankato 25-21

-

Ahmed Warraich
STAFF WRITER

The game saw two old rivals clash-

-

-

-

-

-

Soccer: Freshman
earns NSIC honors
Lindsay Brock
BEAT REPORTER

Check out our
EXCLUSIVE interview
with quarterback
Phillip Klaphake!
Scanr the QR code
OR visit
universitychronicle.net
and click the
“Multimedia” tab!

-

son earned an honors she

-

learned she was named

-

-

will need to come together
in order to achieve their
-

-

her collegiate career within

TE Grant Thayer catches a pass and gets wrapped up by a MSU defender.
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HOUSING
1 or 2 Bedroom Apt.
Heat, Water, Garbage,
Basic cable included.
320-654-8300
www.nomgmt.com/fv
Bedrooms From Rent!
Walking distance to campus.
Mention this ad get 1/2 off
Heat, Basic cable included.
320-249-3090
www.nomgmt.com/us

DEALS
Golf-Student Discount
$10.00 M-F
with valid student ID
Angushire Golf Club
251-9619 Call Now
Nite Golf
Angushire Golf Club
Sept. 29th $18.00 per person
Call for details 251-9619
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WOMEN’S SOCCER
University of Sioux Falls
September 22, 1:00 p.m.
Home
Southwest Minnesota State
University
September 23, 1:00 p.m.
Home

PHOTO COURTESY OF SCSUHUSKIES.COM

SCSU’s Dani Domeier delivers a serve in Saturday’s game against Northern State University.

Husky volleyball wins and loses
Ryan Fitzgerald
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

Husky volleyball had a
decent weekend, going 1-1
against strong opponents, even
with some shoddy calls by the
referees.

Friday

FOOTBALL
Wayne State College
September 22, 1:00 p.m.
Away

VOLLEYBALL
University of Minnesota Duluth
September 18, 7:00 p.m.
Home
Southwest Minnesota State
University
September 21, 7:00 p.m.
Away

The SCSU volleyball
team hosted Minnesota State
University Moorhead in their
season, who are ranked #22 in
D II volleyball, and struggled
to get anything going, losing in
four sets (19-25, 16-25, 25-20,
25-27).
In the home opener, the
Huskies started four freshmen
who have little experience.
“We know we’re young, but
no matter the level, if you got
the spot you earned that spot,”
said head coach Michelle
Blaeser.
A common theme
throughout the night was that
the Huskies had quite a sizeable lead in three of the four
sets, but would let the Dragons
breathe their way back in.
The Huskies did make
some good adjustment on how
they were defending the ball,
but it wasn’t enough for them
as they couldn’t seem to put
together any runs, according to
Blaeser.
It did appear that the referees were making some bad
calls as the fans and coaches
seemed upset. “Especially
the last two points because
we could’ve possibly forced a

were judgment calls, and it just
didn’t go our way tonight.”
On the last point of the
game the referee called a net,
and usually on match point
they wouldn’t make that call.
“It’s unfortunate that that’s the
way it ended,” Blaeser said.
“But if the score is going to be
that close we have to take care
of it right away.”
Being young, the Huskies
made some errors that a young
team would expect to make;
like the center not giving the
hitters the best opportunity, or
mishaps on the systems they
were trying to run.
“Being young, we’re going
to have that we just need to
make those changes faster,”
Blaeser said.
SCSU’s offensive presence was led by junior middle
hitter Ellie Dietzen. Dietzen
had 14 kills in 22 total attacks,
maintaining a .591 hitting
percentage.
Freshman Rachel Burke
managed 12 kills in the
match. Allison Butler and
Erin Ohlemann each reached
double-digit assist totals as
Ohlemann tallied 38.
The Huskies would have
to put this game behind them
quickly in order to be ready
for NSIC matchup against
Northern State.

Saturday

The Huskies welcomed Northern State and
put on quite a show taking
winning in style (25-14, 17-

25, 16-25, 25-19, 23-21).
the Huskies were in control for
the entire set. “We basically
just dominated them,” Blaeser
said. “If we focus on what we
need to take of we can look
really good.”
In the next two sets the
Huskies seemed a little lackadaisical at times and weren’t
on the same page.
“When we choose not
to play disciplined volleyball
that’s when we struggle,” Blaeser said. “It’s a lot easier said
than done.”
The Wolves came into
the game with a lot of jump
servers and at times it caused
problems for the Huskies.
At times it was intimidating for the Huskies seeing a
server jump and putting top
spin on the ball. More often
than not, teams use the jump
servers more as a threat, according to Blaeser.
During the fourth set
SCSU had the led the entire
set, but towards the end let
the Wolves scratch their way
back and make it closer than it
should’ve been.
“We just hung in there and
didn’t let our emotions get the
best of us,” Dani Domeier,
outside hitter, said.
With the crowd into the
game, the Huskies went down
to an early 6-0, but the Wolves
would falter and let the Huskies claw their way back.
goes to 15, but with both
teams’ pride on the line it
ended up going longer.

The action was back and
forth from when it was 15-15
and each team didn’t want to
mistake.
Staying aggressive and
playing hard was a big reason
why the Huskies won 23-21
in the last set. “We showed a
lot of guts and determination
from being down 6-0,” Blaeser
said.
Domeier had a big game
for the Huskies, having 18 kills
on 39 attempts. “This was
probably one of the better
games I’ve played since being
here,” she said.
Being only 5 feet 5 inches
tall, Domeier is considered
small for an outside hitter, but
she can jump out of the gym,
having a vertical of 30 inches,
according to Blaeser.
the referees at times dictated
the game with some poor calls.
“It was unfortunate they were
doing that, but they’re going
to be strong with their calls,”
said Blaeser. “It’s a situation
where we need to take it into
our hands and not let that
happen.”
The Huskies have a lot
of talent and are young, so
in turn they have to put their
head in the game and not
let emotions get in the way,
Blaeser said.
With this victory the
Huskies improve to 5-5, 1-1 in
the NSIC, and will look to get
over the .500 mark when they
square off against Minnesota
Duluth Tuesday night at Halenbeck Hall.

University of Sioux Falls
September 22, 4:00 p.m.
Away

MEN’S GOLF
Concordia Univ. Invitational
September 17, T.B.A.
Away
St. Cloud State Invitational
September 23, T.B.A.
Home

LEAH CARR / NEW MEDIA EDITOR

Future of Clark Field unclear
Leah Carr

WOMEN’S GOLF
Concordia Univ. Invitational
September 17, T.B.A.
Away
Southwest Minnesota State
Invitational
September 22, T.B.A.
Away

NEW MEDIA EDITOR

Students at St. Cloud Tech High School will have to adjust to
some major changes this fall. Clark Field, which has been home
to the Tech Tigers since 1942, will no longer host the varsity
football team’s home games -- at least not this season.
It was announced to students on Sept. 7 and the community
on Sept. 8 that several buildings used during football games at
Clark Field are no longer useable because of water damage, mold
and traces of lead from the paint.
“We’d like to make sure that our community is well taken
care of and [can] enjoy the event that the players are going to
give them,” said Jill Johnson, activities director for Tech High
School.
The announcement was met with mixed emotions and opinions.
“It saddened me because they’re not gonna get the same
experience I had when I went to high school there,” said Bobbie
Abner-Wilson, 2009 graduate and former football player at Tech
High School.
“Although I’ve been here only two years, it was easy to undera Tech Tiger in general,” Johnson said. “Obviously we are very
disappointed that we cannot give the seniors their senior season
here at Clark Field.”
While the future of Clark Field is currently unclear, Johnson
says that she, along with other faculty members, is planning on
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“We really want to make sure that we put a plan into place
so that we can open and come back and play our games at Clark
Field,” she said. “Maybe even for that 100 anniversary here in
2017.”

For now, however, Tiger football games will be held at
SCSU’s Husky Stadium, a decision that, according to Johnson,
will turn out to be cost-neutral for the high school.
“For our football games, SCSU is charging us a minimal fee
of $1000 per game, which includes a lot of game management
personnel and, of course, the facility itself,” she said. “That is really cost neutral for our program here, based on the cost we were
putting into hosting our games at Clark Field.”
According to Johnson, Clark Field will continue to be used for
football practice as well as JV games, because the damaged buildings typically aren’t used for those events.
For students like Abner-Wilson, the loss of Clark Field takes a
heavy toll.
“I like the fact that you can go to Tech and when you watch
a football game there, and even after driving by it and seeing the
scoreboard, and being like ‘that’s our team, that’s my alma mater,
and they won,’” he said. “When you see it on Husky Stadium, it’s
just not the same. You’re at home when you’re here. It’s a different feeling.”
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John Pierre-Paul lays out Cowboys quarterback Tony Romo in the debut of the NFL season at MetLife stadium.

Giants, Cowboys start NFL season in style
ford had already thrown three interceptions
on the day but came up big when his team
needed it most. He found Kevin Smith in

Matt Nielsen
BEAT REPORTER

Fall is in the air which means one thing:
football is back. Week one wrapped up with
a few nail biters including Minnesota and
Detroit’s wins, and a couple blowouts with
New England and Atlanta to name a few.
Let’s take a look back and get the lowdown
from each game from opening weekend.
Dallas at NY Giants: The defending
Super Bowl champions kicked off the season
on primetime Wednesday night in hopes
of a strong start; however, Dallas had other
Romo and the Cowboys lit up the Giants
yards passing and three touchdowns to give
Indianapolis at Chicago: Andrew
Luck was hoping for a win in his NFL debut

Marshall was on the receiving end of a lot
of those yards as he hauled in 119 yards on
nine catches to help the Bears defeat the
Colts 41-21.
Philadelphia at Cleveland: This
might have been one of the most shocking
games of the weekend. Philly was easily favored but the Browns defense locked
down Mike Vick and the Eagles offense the
whole game. Both Vick and Browns rookie
Brandon Weeden threw four interceptions
on the day to make for a sloppy game. With
Vick came through when the Eagles needed
him most, tossing a touchdown with just
under two minutes to play. Weeden ended
the game with his fourth pick which allowed
victory.
St. Louis at Detroit: The Rams
looked like they were about to upset Detroit,
but a late drive by the Lions would drown
those hopes for St. Louis. Matthew Staf-

game much closer than most expected.
New England at Tennessee: This
game was what everybody expected. Tom
the Pats are known as a passing team, they
got an unexpected performance via the
ground game with Stevan Ridley. Ridley
carried the ball 21 times for 125 yards and
a score to help New England score the easy
Atlanta at Kansas City: Atlanta
came out strong in this outing and came
away with an unexpected easy victory. Matt
Ryan led the way with 299 yards passing
and three touchdown passes. Both teams
had similar stats but Kansas City’s three
turnovers haunted them. Atlanta took advantage of Kansas City’s mistakes and never
looked back as they trounced the Chiefs by a
Jacksonville at Minnesota: This
might have been the most thrilling game of
the day as both second year quarterbacks
time of possession game but this didn’t stop
Minnesota as a clutch Blair Walsh 55 yard
overtime. The Vikings drove down but could
and seal the deal. Minnesota’s defense was
and two which they couldn’t convert, giving
Washington at New Orleans: This
was an outcome that most people didn’t see
coming, even Redskin fans. RGIII looked

over three times which hurt them in the
end. Both teams also had wide receivers
with over one hundred yards. Washington’s
yards and a score while New Orleans Lance
a score. RGIII looked like a veteran in his
debut to help the Redskins defeat the Saints
Buffalo at NY Jets:
mightily in the preseason that made many
think that the Bills would win this game.
The preseason jitters seemed like a thing
points against a suspect Bills defense. Mark
Sanchez looked in midseason form with 266
Miami at Houston: Miami rookie
quarterback Ryan Tannehill played as you
would expect a rookie quarterback to play,
tossing three interceptions in a one sided

Carolina at Tampa Bay: Carolina’s
second year quarterback Cam Newton
looked good, but his two interceptions hurt
Carolina in the end as Tampa Bay took adTampa Bay did nothing special, but the
turnovers were the difference in this one as
the Bucs prevailed in what most consider an
Pittsburgh at Denver: It was hard
to tell that Peyton Manning hasn’t played
in about a year and a half as he only threw
downs. A late pick six by Denver’s Emmanuel Sanders sealed the deal for Denver and
got the new era in Denver off to a strong
start by defeating a tough Pittsburgh team

-

offense with eight catches for 119 yards and
a score to help the Texans manhandle the

Cincinnati at Baltimore: Baltimore
looked like Super Bowl contenders as they
destroyed its AFC North rival. It started off
as a close game, but Baltimore’s defense was
too much for second year quarterback Andy

San Francisco at Green Bay: In
one of the most anticipated matchups of
the week, San Francisco looked like a team

21-29 for 299 yards and two touchdowns.
Ray Rice also had a solid night with two

much Green Bay was outplayed. Frank Gore
played lights out with 112 yards on only 16
carries and a touchdown. San Francisco’s
defense was all over Aaron Rodgers and
the Packers offense to help the 49ers leave
Seattle at Arizona: Both of these
teams have unproven quarterbacks and it
showed, as there were many incompletions
from both teams. The game started off

Ravens destroy the Bengals on primetime by
San Diego at Oakland: Oakland’s
special teams looked horrid as they were unable to get three different punts off throughout the game. The Raiders actually outplayed the Chargers but these three mistakes
really hurt as San Diego took advantage of
-

Arizona’s Kevin Kolb came into the game

a score to help the Chargers defeat the rival

2 touchdown passes. Drew Brees looked

threw a six yard touchdown pass to Andre

are bound to put on a show.

touchdowns, but the Saints turned the ball

to help lead the Cardinals to a hard fought

Twins’ 2013-14
schedule released
Matt Nielsen
BEAT REPORTER

son is not completely in the
books yet, the MLB released

this week. The Twins are
already out of a playoff spot
this fall which makes taking
look at next season a little
easier.

the Twins will begin the season at home in Target Field.
The Detroit Tigers will
come to town on April 1 for

What makes this year different than past years is the fact
that there is no certain time
for interleague play. It is random, something fans have
been wanting for years.
The Twins start interleague play early next year
as the New York Mets come
to town in the fourth series
of the year for Minnesota.
Other NL teams coming
to Target Field this year
include Miami on April

Other key series on the
schedule include a trip to
Strasburg, Bryce Harper,
and the Nationals. The New
York Yankees come to town
for the only time in early
travel to New York not long
after as they take on the
Yankees in their last series
before the All-Star break
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NHL commissioner Gary Bettman announced that the season will be delayed because of failed CBA issues.

NHL lockout: fourth since 1992 season

One team that Twins
fans haven’t seen much of
over the years is the Houston Astros, who are moving
to the A.L. West next year
after departing from N.L.
East. The Astros come to
town for the only time next
year for a three game series
scheduled for August 2-4.

The NHL locked out its players Saturday night at midnight when players and owners failed to reach a collective
bargaining agreement.
It is no surprise to many professional hockey fans who
may have grown used to NHL lockouts.

season off with two straight
home series against A.L.
Detroit and Cleveland.

The main issue between the players and the owners is
how to divide the league’s revenue.
Under the collective bargaining agreement that expired

Mark Schrom
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revenues. The NHL’s latest proposal would decrease that
number to 4 percent by the end of a six-year term.
The Minnesota Wild released a statement early Sunday
morning supporting the NHL’s decision to lockout the players.
The Wild expressed gratitude to the fans for all the support they have received. The organization also stated that
season ticket holders will be contacted Monday about their
account.
In the off-season, the Minnesota Wild signed the NHL’s
top free agents Zach Parise and Ryan Sutter to matching
Minnesota is one of the favorites to win the Stanley Cup.

